Let S/(n) be a divergent series of decreasing positive terms, with partial sums sn, where /decreases sufficiently smoothly; let <p(x) = f\f(t)dt and let i/ be the inverse of t/>. Let nA be the smallest integer n such that s > A but s j < A 
Some numerical results are presented.
1. Introduction. If 2~=1/(n) is a divergent series of positive terms that approach 0, one can measure how fast it diverges by seeing how fast the partial sums sn increase. Numerical data for representative series are given in the appendix to [4] (p. 69), but some of them are rather inaccurate. The present note grew out of an attempt to recompute this table. The results are given in the table on p. 259; they correct some of the entries in [4] and give a few more. The entries less than 106
were found by direct machine evaluation of the partial sums; most of these were checked, and the other entries were obtained, by using Theorem 2 below, which is a generalization of known results for the harmonic series [2], [3] . The entries for the harmonic series (no. 4 in the is positive and decreases to 0, then sn -f"f(t)dt approaches a limit. When f(n) = I/«, this limit is Euler's constant 7; I use the same notation in the general case. The table includes approximations to 7 for each series. Notation, fis a positive decreasing function with/(°°) = 0, such that, at least for « = 1, 2, 3, \f("\x)\ decreases for large x and is 0(f(xpc~"), and with 2/(w) divergent. We define <p(x) = f*f(t)dt; \p(y) is the inverse of y = ¡f>(x); we assume that i//" is eventually monotonie. Let sn = 2£_j/(fc) and 7 = lim,,^«,^ -<p(n)). When A is a positive integer, nA denotes the smallest integer n such that sn~> A but sn_1
<A.
\¡j(A -y) ought to be a good estimate of nA . Theorem 1. For sufficiently large A, the number nA is one of the two integers closest to \p(A -7). Theorem 1 (with "sufficiently large" meaning "at least 2") was proved for the harmonic series by Comtet [3] ; this seems to have been the first really precise result in this direction. For any specific/we can improve Theorem 2 by more detailed calculation. We shall do this for the harmonic series. [9] , sequence 1385; n21 and n22, calculated by H. P. Robinson, are given in a supplement to [9] . After the present paper had been submitted for publication, Robert Spira communicated to me the results of his computations in which he obtained nA for A = 100(100)1000, and also showed that there are no exceptions to the conjecture for A < 1000. Since 1/(24,77.) is about 2 x 10~436 at this point, any exception to the conjecture will have the fractional part of eA~y closer to Vi than this, so that it seems unlikely that the conjecture will be disproved by computation.
For the series 2Zn~Yl, the corresponding conjecture is that nA is the closest integer to (A -y + 2)2/4, where now 7 = 0.53964 54911 9 = 2 + f(H) (as pointed out to me by John W. Wrench, Jr., who also provided me with the decimal approximation). I found no exceptions for A = 2(1)1000. 
538-539] ; it turns out that
(2-2) 0 < Rn < ^ \f'"(n)\ = 0(f(n)/n3).
Suppose now that n is any integer such that sn > A. Put 8n = lhf(n) + f'(n)ll2 + Rn; then from (2.1) we have </>(«) + S" > A -y, whence (2.3) 4,{<dn) + dn}>HA-y).
We have ip(n) -► °° and 5" -► 0, so that it is reasonable to expand the left-hand side of (2.3) in a Taylor series with remainder of order 3, (2.4) VW«) + 5"} = *(*(/!)) + 8,, *'(*#.)) + HSWirtn)) + E", I where we may assume that (2-5) \En| < l-83 max {l\¡/'X«))l, Wïtfn + 1))|}, when n is large enough (since we assumed that |i//"'| is monotonie). But \p(ip(n)) = n, Vbftn)) = 11 fin), V(«n)) = ~f(n)lf(n? = (Kn^ftny2), and V'ivin)) = {3f'(n)2 -f(n)f(n)}/f(n)5 = 0(n-2f(nT3) (and similarly for \p'"(y(n + 1))). Hence, (2.4) becomes (2.6) M<p(n) + 8"} = n + bjf(n) -m2nf'(n)lf(n)3 + E", " *« = 6 e« " Ï44 + 576B ÏÔ368" **)
Since each of the expressions in parentheses is positive for n ~> 2, we get an upper bound for n3En by replacing en and Rn by their upper bounds from (3.1) and (3.2).
The result is a decreasing function of n, so it is largest at n = 2 and we get, after some calculation, n3En < 0.005. To get a lower bound for n3En we have only to replace R" and en by 0, and then we get "X>-TÍí-4l472>-0007-Using the upper bound, we obtain, for n = nA, n + -+ ~¡ n'1 -~T n~2 + 0.005/T3 > eA~y.
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Consequently, with m = [e^_T], if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use On the other hand, with n = nA -1 we have » + i + T7 "_1 -To" "~2 -0.007n-3 < eA~y.
If n < m, we have nA < m + 1 and so «^ = w, so we have only to exclude the possibility that n = m. If we suppose that n = m and 
